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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a general partitioned linear model and a corresponding reduced
model. We derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the BLUE for the expectation of the
observable random vector under the reduced model to remain BLUE in the partitioned model.
The former is shown to be always an admissible estimator under a mild condition. We also
regard alternative linear estimators and their coincidence with the BLUE under the partitioned
model. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Rm;n denote the set of m  n real matrices. The symbols A0; AC; A−;C.A/;
N.A/, and rk.A/ will stand for the transpose, the Moore–Penrose inverse, any gen-
eralized inverse, the column space, the null space, and the rank, respectively, of A 2
Rm;n. By A? we denote any matrix satisfyingC.A?/ DN.A0/. Further, PA D AAC
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denotes the orthogonal projector (with respect to the standard inner product) onto
C.A/, and MA D I − PA. In particular, we denote Pi D PXi , Mi D I − Pi ; i D 1; 2.
Consider a general Gauss–Markov model denoted by
M D fy; X;  2Vg; E.y/ D X; D.y/ D  2V; (1.1)
where X is a known n  p matrix,  a p  1 vector of unknown parameters, V a
known n  n nonnegative definite matrix, and  2 > 0 is an unknown scalar. E./ and
D./ denote expectation and dispersion of a random vector argument. It is assumed
that the model is consistent, that is
y 2 C.X V V/; (1.2)
see [6,14,15]. A vector of parametric functions K, where K 2 Rk;p, is estimable
under the modelM if and only if K D CX for some C 2 Rk;n. It is well known, see
e.g. [16, p. 282], that under the modelM the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE)
for an estimable vector of parametric functions CX is given by Fy, where F 2 Rk;n
is any solution to
F.X V VX?/ D C.X V 0/: (1.3)
We may also conclude that if Gy is the BLUE for X, i.e., the matrix G 2 Rn;n is a
solution to
G.X V VX?/ D .X V 0/; (1.4)
then CG is a solution to (1.3), and therefore CGy is BLUE for CX.
By partitioning X D .X1 V X2/ so that X1 has p1 columns and X2 has p2 columns
with p D p1 C p2, and by accordingly writing  D . 01; 02/0, we can expressM in
its partitioned form
M D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg: (1.5)
Regarding 1 as a nuisance parameter, our interest focuses on estimation of a vector
of estimable parametric functions K22.
Lemma 1. Under the modelM D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg; the vector of paramet-
ric functions K22 is estimable if and only if
K2 D C2M1X2 (1.6)
for some matrix C2; where M1 D I − P1 is the orthogonal projector ontoN.X01/.
Proof. The vector K22 is estimable under the modelM if and only if
.0 V K2/ D C.X1 V X2/ (1.7)
for some C. If K2 D C2M1X2, then C D C2M1 satisfies (1.7). Conversely, if (1.7)
holds for some C, then CX1 D 0, implying C D C2M1 for some C2. Hence K2 D
C2M1X2. 
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2. Reduced models
In view of Lemma 1, our interest is lead to estimation of M1X22. Under mod-
el M, the linear transform M1y of the observable random vector y has expecta-
tion E.M1y/ D M1X22 and dispersion D.M1y/ D  2M1VM1. Hence, we obtain
a reduced linear model
Mcr D fM1y; M1X22;  2M1VM1g; (2.1)
which is in accordance with model M and is appropriate for inferences about
M1X22. Such a correctly reduced model has been considered for example in [3–
5,10–12]. On the other hand, the triplet fy; M1X22;  2Vg contains all informa-
tion, which we need for estimating M1X22. Hence, we can raise the question
whether it is possible to obtain estimators for M1X22 by regarding the triplet
fy; M1X22;  2Vg as a reduced model
Mr D fy; M1X22;  2Vg; E.y/ D M1X22; D.y/ D  2V: (2.2)
Such a model has been considered by Bhimasankaram and Saha Ray [3] and Bhi-
masankaram et al. [5]. It should be emphasized that we do not propose to consider
modelMr for practical purposes. For this, modelMcr would probably be the better
choice in most cases. As a matter of fact, one of the referee’s pointed out that using
model Mr in practice could be quite obscure. Therefore we rather like to think of
modelMr as a source of estimators whose properties under the true modelM are
investigated in Sections 3–5. Eventually in Section 6 we reconsider the correctly
reduced modelMcr.
Let us now turn our attention to modelMr. Clearly, if we considerMr as a linear
model, then we have to assume that
y 2 C.M1X2 V V/ with probability one: (2.3)
On the other hand, it would not contradict our original inference base under the
modelM if y realizes in C.X1 V X2 V V/ but not in C.M1X2 V V/. In other words,
inconsistency of model Mr, i.e., y =2 C.M1X2 V V/, does not automatically imply
inconsistency of model M. To overcome any logical difficulties which arise from
regarding a reduced model Mr, we assume that the subspace in which y realizes
almost surely is the same under both models, i.e.,
C.X1 V X2 V V/ D C.M1X2 V V/: (2.4)
In that case we will callM not contradictory toMr. Obviously, ifM is not contradic-
tory toMr, then consistency ofM implies consistency ofMr in view of C.M1X2 V
V/  C.X1 V X2 V V/. If modelM is only weakly singular, that is
C.X1 V X2/  C.V/; (2.5)
thenM is never contradictory toMr.
In the following lemma we collect together some properties related to condition
(2.4).
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Lemma 2. Let X1 2 Rn;p1; X2 2 Rn;p2 ; and let V 2 Rn;n be nonnegative definite.
Then:
(i) The following three conditions are equivalent:
(a1) C.X1 V X2 V V/ D C.M1X2 V V/;
(a2) C.X1/  C.M1X2 V V/;
(a3) rk.X1/ C dimTC.M1X2/ \ C.V/U D dimTC.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/U.
(ii) Condition (a1) implies the following four conditions (three first being equiva-
lent):
(b1) C.X1/ D C.P1V/;
(b2) rk.X1/ D rk.VX1/;
(b3) C.X1/ \ C.V?/ D f0g;
(b4) C.X1/  CT.I − PM1X2/VU.
(iii) The following two conditions are equivalent:
(c1) C.X1/  C.V/;
(c2) C.X1/  TC.M1X2/ \ C.V/U D C.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/.
(iv) Furthermore,
(d1) condition (c1) implies (a1),
(d2) condition (a1) does not imply (c1).
Proof. In view of
C.X1 V X2 V V/ D C.X1 V X2/ C C.V/ D C.X1/ C C.M1X2/ C C.V/;
(cf. e.g. [9]), condition (a1) is equivalent to (a2). Since always C.M1X2 V V/ 
C.X1 V X2 V V/, (a1) is equivalent to
rk.X1 V X2 V V/ D rk.M1X2 V V/: (2.6)
From the identities
rk.M1X2 V V/Drk.M1X2/ C rk.V/ − dimTC.M1X2/ \ C.V/U;
rk.X1 V X2 V V/Drk.X1 V X2/ C rk.V/ − dimTC.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/U;
(and from rk.X1 V X2/ D rk.X1/ C rk.M1X2/) we see that (2.6) is equivalent to (a3).
Thus part (i) of the lemma is proved. Assume for part (ii) that (a2) holds. Then there
exist matrices A and B such that
X1 D M1X2A C VB: (2.7)
Premultiplying (2.7) by P1 yields X1 D P1VB, i.e.,
C.X1/  C.P1V/: (2.8)
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Since C.P1V/  C.X1/, (2.8) is equivalent to
rk.X1/ D rk.P1V/ D rk.X01V/ D rk.VX1/: (2.9)
In light of [9], (2.9) holds if and only if
rk.X1/ D rk.X01V/ D rk.X1/ − dimTC.X1/ \ C.V?/U;
i.e., if and only if (b3) holds. If (2.7) is premultiplied by I − PM1X2 , then we obtain
X1 D .I − PM1X2/VB;
thus showing that (a1) indeed implies (b4). This shows part (ii) of the lemma. For
part (iii) let (c1) be satisfied. It is obvious that (c1) implies (a1) and hence (a3). But
since C.X1/  C.V/ is equivalent to C.X1/ D C.X1/ \ C.V/, and since always
TC.X1/ \ C.V/U  TC.M1X2/ \ C.V/U  C.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/; (2.10)
where C.X1 V X2/ D C.X1/  C.M1X2/, (a3) is equivalent to (c2), showing that
(c1) implies (c2). Conversely, if (c2) holds, then C.X1/  C.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/ 
C.V/, i.e., (c1). Hence part (iii) is shown. For part (iv) we note that (d1) has already
been mentioned above. To prove (d2), take
.X1 V X2/ D
0
@
1 0
0 1
0 0
1
A ; V D
0
@
1 1 0
1 1 0
0 0 1
1
A : (2.11)
Then (a1) holds but C.X1/ is not contained in C.V/. 
We note that statement (d2) is in contradiction with a statement by Bhimasan-
karam et al. [5, Section 1]. Unfortunately, the aforementioned authors seem to be-
lieve that condition (a1) is equivalent to condition (c1), which is easily disproved by
(2.11).
In Section 3, we investigate conditions under which the BLUE for M1X22 under
model Mr remains BLUE under the partitioned model M, where it is assumed
that M is not contradictory to Mr. Note that Bhimasankaram and Saha Ray [3,
Theorem 2.4] investigate a similar problem when V is positive definite by supply-
ing a sufficient condition for coincidence of both BLUEs. Bhimasankaram et al.
[9, Theorem 3.1] study a generalization to the case of a singular matrix V such that
C.X1/  C.V/.
3. Best linear unbiased estimation
The following two lemmas give characterizations of the BLUEs of M1X22 under
modelsM andMr, respectively. Since modelM is assumed to be not contradictory
to modelMr, every two representations F1y and F2y of the BLUE of M1X22 under
modelMr, where possibly F1 6D F2, satisfy
F1y D F2y for all y 2 C.M1X2 V V/ D C.X1 V X2 V V/: (3.1)
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This means, if we consider the set of different representations of the BLUE for
M1X22 under Mr as a set of linear estimators for M1X22 under M, then all
these estimators coincide almost surely under M, provided the model M is not
contradictory to the model Mr. This is true even if no BLUE for M1X22 under
Mr remains BLUE underM.
Lemma 3. Let Z D I − PM1X2; and let V D M1VM1. The following four state-
ments are equivalent:
(i) Fy is BLUE for M1X22 under the modelM D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg.
(ii) F satisfies F.X1 V X2/ D .0 V M1X2/ and FVM1Z D 0.
(iii) F D NM1, where N satisfies NM1X2 D M1X2 and NVZ D 0.
(iv) F D TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZUM1 C PTI − ZVZ.ZVZ/CUZM1 for some P.
Proof. An estimator Fy is BLUE for M1X22 under the modelM if and only if
F.X1 V X2/ D .0 V MX2/ and FV.X1 V X2/? D 0;
where .X1 VX2/? is any matrix satisfying CT.X1 VX2/?UDNT.X1 V X2/0U. But since
M1Z D M1.I − PM1X2/ D M1 − PM1X2 D I − P.X1VX2/;
equivalence between (i) and (ii) is shown. It is clear that (iii) implies (ii). Conversely,
if (ii) is satisfied, then FX1 D 0 implies F D NM1 for some N and (iii) follows. From
[17, Theorem 1] we know that the general solution to the equations NM1X2 D M1X2
and NVZ D 0 with respect to N is
N D TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZU C ATI − ZVZ.ZVZ/CUZ
for arbitrary A. Hence equivalence between (iii) and (iv) holds. 
Note that we will not need condition (iv) of Lemma 3 in this paper. The BLUE
under the reduced model can be characterized as follows.
Lemma 4. Let Z D I − PM1X2 . The following three statements are equivalent:
(i) Fy is BLUE for M1X22 under the modelMr D fy; M1X22;  2Vg.
(ii) F satisfies FM1X2 D M1X2 and FVZ D 0.
(iii) F D TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZU C BTI − ZVZ.ZVZ/CUZ for some B.
Proof. Equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows immediately by noting that Z is the
orthogonal projector ontoN.X02M1/, and therefore is a special choice for .M1X2/?.
Equivalence between (ii) and (iii) follows from [17, Theorem 1]. 
We may now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 1. Let the partitioned model M D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg be not con-
tradictory to the reduced model Mr. Then every BLUE for M1X22 underMr D
fy; M1X22;  2Vg remains BLUE for M1X22 underM if and only if
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C.X1/  CTV.I − PM1X2/U: (3.2)
Proof. Suppose that Fy is BLUE for M1X22 under Mr, meaning that F is any
matrix from Lemma 4. By Lemma 4 (ii) it follows FV D FVPM1X2 . Since PM1X2 D
PM1X2M1, this gives
FV D FVM1: (3.3)
Hence from condition (ii) of Lemma 3, Fy is BLUE underM if and only if
FX1 D 0 and FX2 D M1X2: (3.4)
But FX1 D 0 if and only if FM1 D F, so that FX1 D 0 implies FX2 D FM1X2 D
M1X2, where the latter equality comes from Lemma 4 (ii). This shows that Fy, being
the BLUE underMr, is BLUE underM if and only if
FX1 D 0: (3.5)
It remains to show that (3.2) is equivalent to (3.5) for every BLUE Fy underMr.
Suppose that the latter is satisfied, i.e., (3.5) holds for every F from condition (iii)
in Lemma 4. Then TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZUX1 D 0, showing (3.2). Conversely if (3.2)
holds, then C.ZX1/  C.ZVZ/, i.e., ZVZ.ZVZ/CZX1 D ZX1. Hence from Lem-
ma 4 (iii),
FX1 D TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZUX1 (3.6)
for every BLUE Fy underMr. But in view of (3.2), X1 D VZA for some A. Since
clearly VZ.ZVZ/CZVZ D VZ, we arrive at FX1 D 0, thus concluding the proof. 
Remark 1. From the proof of Theorem 1 it becomes evident that the assertion re-
mains true when the phrase ‘remains BLUE for M1X22 underM’ is replaced by
‘is unbiased for M1X22 underM’.
In connection with a weakly singular modelM, we may state a result which is in
accordance with the equivalence of (a) and (c) in [12, Theorem 1].
Corollary 1. Let the partitioned model M be weakly singular. Then every BLUE
for M1X22 under the reduced modelMr remains BLUE for M1X22 underM if
and only if
X02M1V−X1 D 0 (3.7)
for any generalized inverse V− of V.
Proof. In advance we note that the invariance of X02M1V
−X1 with respect to the
choice of generalized inverse V− is equivalent to
C.X1/  C.V/ and C.M1X2/  C.V/; (3.8)
cf. [18, p. 43]. Of course it is assumed that X1 6D 0 and X02M1 6D 0. Conditions (3.8)
are equivalent to C.X1 V X2/  C.V/, which means thatM is weakly singular.
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If (3.7) is satisfied, then obviously V−X1 D ZA for some matrix A, where Z D
I − PM1X2 . In addition, the weak singularity implies VV−X1 D X1 and hence X1 D
VZG. Thus from Theorem 1 every BLUE for M1X22 under Mr remains BLUE
for M1X22 underM. Conversely, if condition (3.2) from Theorem 1 is satisfied,
i.e., C.X1/  C.VZ/, and M is weakly singular, i.e., C.X1 V X2/  C.V/, then
X02M1V−X1 D X02M1V−VZA D X02M1ZA D 0 for some matrix A and every gen-
eralized inverse V− of V. 
Obviously, when C.X1/ 6 C.V/, then we can never expect that the BLUE for
M1X22 under Mr remains BLUE under M. On the other hand, when C.X1/ D
C.VX1/, then condition (3.2) is always satisfied in view of X1 D ZX1. When the par-
titioned modelM is not contradictory toMr, then the condition C.X1/ D C.VX1/
is equivalent to C.VX1/  C.X1/, as shown in the proof of the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let the partitioned modelM be not contradictory to the reduced mod-
elMr. Then every BLUE for M1X22 underMr remains BLUE for M1X22 under
M if
C.VX1/  C.X1/: (3.9)
Proof. If model M is not contradictory to Mr, then condition (b2) of Lemma 2
implies
rk.X1/ D rk.VX1/:
Hence, (3.9) is equivalent toC.X1/ D C.VX1/, and thereforeC.X1/ D C.VZX1/ 
C.VZ/. This shows that condition (3.2) from Theorem 1 is satisfied under (3.9). 
It follows easily from Lemmas 3 (ii) and 4 (ii) that under C.VX1/  C.X1/ ev-
ery BLUE for M1X22 underM remains BLUE for M1X22 underMr. In other
words, if C.VX1/  C.X1/, then the sets of BLUEs underM andMr, respectively,
coincide.
We note that the conditionC.VX1/  C.X1/ is necessary and sufficient for equal-
ity of ordinary least squares estimator (OLSE) and BLUE for X11 under a linear
model fy; E.y/ D X11;D.y/ D  2Vg, cf. [13]. Corollary 2 has also been estab-
lished by Bhimasankaram and Saha Ray [3, Theorem 2.4] and Bhimasankaram et al.
[5, Theorem 3.1] under more restrictive assumptions.
We will now consider the estimator PM1X2y as the OLSE for M1X22. If this
estimator is BLUE underMr, then it remains BLUE underM, as demonstrated by
the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let the partitioned modelM be not contradictory to the reduced mod-
el Mr. If PM1X2y is the BLUE for M1X22 under the reduced model Mr, then it
remains BLUE underM.
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Proof. Condition (b4) of Lemma 2 implies that C.X1/  C.ZV/, where Z D I −
PM1X2 . But if PM1X2y is BLUE for M1X22 under the reduced model Mr, then
from [13], VZ D ZV. Hence, C.X1/  C.ZV/, showing that condition (3.2) from
Theorem 1 is satisfied. 
4. Admissible estimation
When the BLUE for M1X22 under model Mr does not remain BLUE under
model M, it is natural to ask whether this estimator would make any sense under
the partitioned model M. In this section, we give a partial answer to this question
by demonstrating that there cannot exist a linear estimator which is uniformly better,
provided C.X1/  C.V/. More precisely, when C.X1/  C.V/, then the BLUE for
M1X22 under modelMr is an admissible estimator for M1X22 among the set of
linear estimators
Ln.y/ D fLy C  V L 2 Rn;n;  2 Rn;1g (4.1)
for M1X22 under the partitioned modelM.
According to Baksalary and Markiewicz [2] a linear estimator Ay C a is called
admissible among Ln.y/ under M if there does not exist Ly C  2Ln.y/ such
that the inequality %.Ly C I M1X22/ 6 %.Ay C aI M1X22/ holds for every pair
.;  2/ 2 H and is strict for at least one pair .;  2/ 2 H, whereH is the parameter
space corresponding to modelM, and
%.Ly C I M1X22/ D ET.Ly C  − M1X22/0.Ly C  − M1X22/U (4.2)
is the quadratic risk of Ly C  2Ln.y/ underM.
The following lemma, which follows easily from the main result in [2, Theorem],
characterizes homogenous linear admissible estimators for M1X22 under model
M.
Lemma 5. An estimator Ay is admissible for M1X22 among Ln.y/ under the
partitioned modelM if and only if A 2 Rn;n satisfies the following four conditions:
C.VA0/  C.X1 V X2/; (4.3)
AVM1 is symmetric; (4.4)
AV.M1 − A0/ is nonnegative definite; (4.5)
CT.A − M1/.X1 V X2/U D CT.A − M1/WU; (4.6)
where W is any matrix such that C.W/ D C.X1 V X2/ \ C.V/.
The following result shows that the BLUE for M1X22 under the reduced mod-
el Mr can be regarded as a reasonable choice of estimator under the partitioned
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modelM, providedC.X1/  C.V/, since it cannot be uniformly outperformed by a
different linear estimator.
Theorem 2. Let the partitioned model M D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg be not con-
tradictory to the reduced model Mr D fy; M1X22;  2Vg. Then every BLUE for
M1X22 underMr is admissible for M1X22 amongLn.y/ underM if
C.X1/  C.V/: (4.7)
Proof. The assertion is proved when the four conditions (4.3)–(4.6) are true for F
replacing A, where F is any matrix satisfying Lemma 4. From Lemma 4(ii) we have
FVZ D 0, where Z D I − PM1X2 . This may equivalently be expressed as C.VF0/ 
N.Z/, whereN.Z/ D C.M1X2/  C.X1 V X2/. Thus,
C.VF0/  C.X1 V X2/: (4.8)
Moreover, C.VF0/  C.M1X2/ implies FV D FVM1. In view of the identity
ZVZ.ZVZ/CZV D ZV it follows from Lemma 4(iii) that FV D V − VZ.ZVZ/CZV.
Therefore,
FVM1 D V − VZ.ZVZ/CZV is symmetric: (4.9)
Since we easily compute FVF0 D FV, it is seen that
FVM1 − FVF0 D FV − FV D 0 is nonnegative definite: (4.10)
From Lemma 4(ii) we have .F − M1/M1X2 D 0. Hence, in view of C.X1 V X2/ D
C.X1/  C.M1X2/, and in view of C.W/ D C.X1/  TC.M1X2/ \ C.V/U by Lem-
ma 2 (iii), we obtain
CT.F − M1/.X1 V X2/U D CT.F − M1/WU D C.FX1/: (4.11)
The assertion now follows from (4.8) to (4.11) by Lemma 5. 
5. Alternative estimation
We will now consider estimators for M1X22 of the form FM1y, where F is any
matrix such that Fy is the BLUE for M1X22 under the reduced model Mr. An
estimator FM1y can be seen as the generalized version of an estimator which has
been considered by Aigner and Balestra [1], see also [19] for related results. We
pose the question whether an estimator of the form FM1y can be reasonably used
under the partitioned modelM. It is clear that FM1y is unbiased for M1X22 under
modelM in view of
FM1.X1 V X2/ D .0 V M1X2/: (5.1)
Obviously, since FM1y is unbiased for M1X22, the BLUE for M1X22 is uniform-
ly not worse than FM1y with respect to the quadratic risk of estimators. Therefore,
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FM1y can be admissible for M1X22 amongLn.y/ underM only if it coincides
with the BLUE for M1X22 underM. The following theorem gives a necessary and
sufficient condition for the latter.
Theorem 3. Let the partitioned model M D fy; X11 C X22;  2Vg be not con-
tradictory to the reduced modelMr; and let Fy be BLUE for M1X22 underMr D
fy; M1X22;  2Vg. Then every estimator FM1y is BLUE for M1X22 underM if
and only if
C.P1VM1Z/  C.VZ/; (5.2)
where Z D I − PM1X2 .
Proof. Since for any matrix F from Lemma 4 identity (5.1) holds, it follows by
Lemma 3(ii) that FM1y is BLUE for M1X22 underM if and only if
FM1VM1Z D 0: (5.3)
Now, let (5.3) be satisfied for every matrix F from Lemma 4(iii). Then (choosing
B D 0),
TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZUM1VM1Z D 0: (5.4)
In view of M1 D I − P1 and M1Z D ZM1, (5.4) can be written as
TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZU.VZM1 − P1VM1Z/ D 0; (5.5)
which in view of VZ.ZVZ/CZVZ D VZ is equivalent to
TI − VZ.ZVZ/CZUP1VM1Z D 0: (5.6)
Since it is easily seen thatNTI − VZ.ZVZ/CZU D C.VZ/, identity (5.6) is equiva-
lent to (5.2). Conversely, let (5.2) be satisfied. As just shown above, (5.2) is equiva-
lent to (5.6), which in turn is equivalent to (5.4). Condition (5.4) also entails
TZ − ZVZ.ZVZ/CZUM1VM1Z D 0: (5.7)
Now, (5.4) and (5.7) show that for every matrix F from Lemma 4(iii) condition (5.3)
is satisfied and hence FM1y is BLUE for M1X22 underM. 
Remark 2. Condition (5.2) from Theorem 3 may alternatively be expressed as
C.P1VM/  C.VZ/; (5.8)
where P1 D X1XC1 , M D I − P.X1VX2/ and Z D I − PM1X2 .
The condition C.P1VM1Z/  C.VZ/ from Theorem 3 is obviously weaker than
the condition C.X1/  C.VZ/ from Theorem 1, since the latter implies the former.
That the converse is not true can be seen from the matrices
X1 D
0
BB@
0
1
−1
0
1
CCA ; X2 D
0
BB@
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 1
1
CCA ; V D
0
BB@
1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 4
1
CCA : (5.9)
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Then C.P1VM1Z/  C.VZ/ but C.X1/ 6 C.VZ/. The same matrices can be used
to demonstrate that [7, Theorem 1] is false. Under a partitioned modelM with posi-
tive-definite V and .X1 V X2/ of full column rank, the authors claim that a necessary
and sufficient condition for equality of the generalized least squares (GLS) estimator
and the so-called pseudo-GLS estimator for (the unbiasedly estimable vector) 2 is
X02M1V−1X1 D 0. However, under (5.9) it is easily computed that the estimators
in question coincide without satisfying this condition. The correct condition, being
X02M1VCP1VM1Z D 0, appears in [12, Theorem 1]. It is related to our Theorem 3
in the following way.
Corollary 4. Let the partitioned modelM be weakly singular, and let Fy be BLUE
for M1X22 under the reduced modelMr. Then every estimator FM1y is BLUE for
M1X22 underM if and only if
X02M1V−P1VM1Z D 0 (5.10)
for any generalized inverse V− of V; and Z D I − PM1X2 .
Proof. From the proof of Corollary 1 we know that X02M1V−X1 is invariant with
respect to the choice of generalized inverse V− in view of
C.X1/  C.V/ and C.M1X2/  C.V/: (5.11)
Hence the left-hand side of (5.10) does not depend on the choice V−. From Theorem
3, the assertion is true if (5.10) is equivalent to (5.2). Clearly (5.2) implies (5.10). To
go the other way, assume that (5.10) holds. Then
V−P1VM1Z D ZA (5.12)
for some matrix A. Premultiplying (5.12) by V yields (5.2) since VV−P1 D P1. 
6. Frisch–Waugh estimation
In Section 2, we introduced the correctly reduced model
Mcr D fM1y; M1X22;  2M1VM1g;
E.M1y/ D M1X22; D.M1y/ D  2M1VM1; (6.1)
which is in accordance with modelM. We state the following result as an immediate
consequence of Lemma 3.
Theorem 4. Every BLUE for M1X22 under the correctly reduced modelMcr re-
mains BLUE for M1X22 under the partitioned modelM.
Proof. An estimator is BLUE for M1X22 under Mcr if and only if it is of the
form NM1y, where N satisfies NM1X2 D M1X2 and NM1VM1Z D 0 with Z D I −
PM1X2 . But then from Lemma 3 (iii), NM1y is BLUE for M1X22 underM. 
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It is obvious that also the reverse relation holds in Theorem 4, i.e., every BLUE
for M1X22 underM remains BLUE for M1X22 underMcr. In other words, the
sets of BLUEs underM andMcr, respectively, coincide.
Estimation under the correctly reduced modelMcr as carried out in Theorem 4
can be seen as a generalization of a well-known procedure due to [8] to the case of
possibly nonsingular V and possibly nonestimable 2.
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